Canadian National Consortium – ICAI Canada

March 7/24
Online link for Virtual Attendees

https://us06web.zoom.us/j/89300230807?pwd=hB49FkzR0prLX1KDEcrARndak57bvY.1
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Our Tenth Anniversary

- https://www.kudoboard.com/boards/rsLZVadV
Welcome

• Celebrating our 10th anniversary – Amanda McKenzie

• Thanks to the planning team that helped put this day together
  • Ainsley Rouse, Leeanne Morrow, Garrett Beatty, Susan Bens, Josh Seeland, Amanda McKenzie, Rachel Gorjup, Angela Clark, Wendy Rodgers, Cynthia Potvin, Bob Mann, Margaret Toye, Corrine Ferguson,

• If you have not RSVP’d there is still time (Dinner 7:00 pm @ Last Best) please let Margaret know

• We do have some virtual participants ~ we will be using OWL to help

• All should have received an agenda ~ you can see it will be a full session
Land Acknowledgement

Margaret Toye
✓ Associate Dean, Arts, Sciences, and Extended Education at Bow Valley College
ICAI-Canada History—Amanda McKenzie

- Began as an idea in 2013 but was officially established in 2014 by Troy Brooks (Brock U), Jo Hinchcliffe (SFU) & Amanda McKenzie (UWaterloo).

- First meeting was at the ICAI Jacksonville, FL. conference in 2014 with approx. 23 people from 15 Canadian campuses. Recent events have drawn over 50 people from across Canada and beyond!

- Intent is to provide Canadians in higher education an opportunity to engage with one another and discuss Canadian content.

- ICAI Canada started as a “regional” branch of the ICAI but recently was more appropriately named a “national” consortium.

- From 2016-2023, Amanda McKenzie was the sole founder remaining and, with the aid of various long-term supporters, would form a Planning Committee each year to structure and facilitate the Canadian Day.

- In 2022-23, Amanda guided ICAI Canada to develop terms of reference and a formal governance structure. Leadership responsibility now falls to Jennie Miron, (Chair) and Angela Clarke (Vice-Chair).
Keynote—Academic Integrity Leadership & Community Building in Canadian Higher Education

Dr. Sarah Elaine Eaton—University of Calgary

Sarah Elaine Eaton, PhD, is an Associate Professor, Werklund School of Education, University of Calgary.

Amanda McKenzie—University of Waterloo

Amanda McKenzie, M.A., is the Director of Office of Academic Integrity at the University of Waterloo. She has been at the forefront of academic integrity initiatives on a provincial, national, and international level. Amanda is a subject matter expert in this area and has spoken around the world. She has also published a number of articles and book chapters in this field. In addition, she has created several learning modules on academic integrity for undergraduates and graduate students. Her current area of interest is the intersection of academic integrity and quality assurance.

Dr. Brenda Stoesz—University of Manitoba

In her role as Research Lead – Science of Teaching and Learning, Dr. Brenda M. Stoesz conceptualizes and leads the science of teaching and learning research portfolio and maintains an active research program at The Centre for the Advancement of Teaching and Learning, University of Manitoba. Currently, Brenda is involved in research, evaluation, and quality assurance projects in the areas of academic integrity, artificial intelligence, faculty educator training in VR environments, and perceptions and use of online learning environments using various methodologies and technologies.
The Student Experience & Academic Integrity: Perspectives from College & University (Bow Valley College & University of Calgary)

Panel Facilitators
• Garrett Beatty
• Corrine Ferguson
• Margaret Toye

Student Panelists
• Catherine Betancourt Lee
• Mahima Kaur Chadha
• Mary Shakir
• Miranda Studie
Stretch Break – 15 minutes
Rotating Tables (10-12 minutes then rotate)

1. Bright Spots/Successes—Leeanne Morrow
2. Challenges—Margaret Toye
3. Events/Engagement—Rachel Gorjup
4. Policies/Procedures—Angela Clark
5. Work in Progress—Amanda McKenzie
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Regional Reflections
Provincial Update
British Columbia—
Ainsley Rouse

• The British Columbia Academic Integrity Network (BCAIN) facilitates resource sharing and communication that inspire best practices in academic integrity to advance scholarship and professionalism. The BC AIN was founded by Tod Denham.

• BC Academic Integrity Network (BC AIN) holds monthly meetings to discuss academic integrity news, current events, and topics. Meetings are held the last Tuesday of each month.

• BC Academic Integrity Day is held yearly in October and hosted by one BC institution: UBC (2023), Langara College (2022), Douglas College (2021) and TRU (2019).

• Provincial representative to ICAI Canada (Ainsley Rouse, UBC) connects provincial activities and news from the BC AIN to the national network and provides updates on activities.

• To join the BC AIN visit our website (https://bcain.trubox.ca/) and submit a request to join the network.
Provincial Update
Alberta—Garrett Beatty

• The ACAI (Alberta Council on Academic Integrity) has welcomed a new steering committee as of spring 2023 (thank you to our inaugural members!)

• Annual provincial meeting May 2 in Edmonton
  • Opportunities for collaboration/input on ACAI position statement on text matching software

• Alberta Academic Integrity Week was October 16-20
  • Successful initiatives hosted by UCalgary, MRU, Bow Valley College, MacEwan University, and other institutions across the province
  • UCalgary formed an official Academic Integrity Week planning committee

• Generative AI continues to be a huge topic of discussion for institutions in Alberta, many of which have created resources and supports for students, staff, and faculty
  • Creating gen AI policy has proven to be challenging as the landscape of gen AI changes so rapidly
Provincial Update
Saskatchewan—Susan Bens

- Provincial Academic Integrity Community of Practice
  - Established in 2021 by co-leads Ann Liang (USask) and Tasha Maddison (SaskPoly). Meeting 4-6 times/year, the group sometimes invites a presenter to lead discussion around a certain topic and other times opens up for the topics of shared interest in the meeting
  - Recent discussion about how to increase engagement and offer more collaborative PD as is done some other provinces.

- Regional College System
  - A multiple institution and distributed campus system, some report the shift to more online and virtual assessments has presented new academic misconduct concerns.
  - Colleges that broker courses for other institutions must also attend to the regulations of the home institution and what serves as sufficient evidences of academic misconduct.

- SaskPolytechnic
  - A single institution with multiple campuses, an institutional committee for academic integrity monitors trends and issues and an Academic Integrity Consultant was recently hired as part of Student Services.
  - The teaching centre hosts monthly meetings of an Academic Integrity community of practice, in collaboration with library and learning technologies.

- Universities
  - University of Regina (federated with First Nations University of Canada) joined ICAI as an institutional member, created an “Academic Integrity Hub” website, and is updating policy
  - University of Saskatchewan engaged in a two year project to develop improved systems for supporting academic integrity and addressing academic misconduct. Policy, website updates underway. Permanent investment is to be proposed.
Provincial Update
Manitoba—Josh Seeland

• AIIIM 2024
• MAIN Speaker Series 23/24
  • 24/25
• UM working on policy updates
• ACC updated AI policy and created procedure manual
• RRCP:
  • held professional development day with AI content
  • AI Specialist now reports to Manager of Academic Quality
  • New AI policy is implemented

• Vogt et al college policy study accepted by 'Canadian Journal of Educational Administration and Policy'
• Seeland & Openo edited book "Academic integrity and the role of the academic library"
• Vogt editing book in same series, "Academic Integrity in Vocational and Polytechnic Education"
Provincial Update
Ontario—Rachel Gorjup

• AICO – Continuing monthly AICO Hour meetings and Biannual Meetings (Spring/Fall)
• NEW: AICO Academic Integrity Initiatives Subcommittee
• Trends:
  • Faculty questions regarding substantiating allegations of unauthorized AI use
  • Ongoing issues with exam monitoring software (e.g., Respondus) as students continue to bypass software
  • Many institutions updating academic integrity policies to include information about the use of artificial intelligence
Provincial Update
Québec—Martine Peters

• Organization of a provincial network of academic integrity is being put together to regroup colleges and universities

• PUPP-ENAI-CSAI Gatineau 2024 (May 21st-24th)

• PUPP data collection: interviews 67 profs and 44 groups of students and more coming
Provincial Update
New Brunswick—Cynthia Potvin

• For now, there is no provincial network specifically on Academic Integrity, but there is the Maritime Provinces Higher Education Commission (MPHEC)

• The Maritime Provinces Higher Education Commission (MPHEC)
  • Research & statistics, Quality assurance, Province-specific services
  • Guidelines for Institutional Framework for Online and Technology-Supported Learning (MPHEC, 2023)
    • 5 non-hierarchical dimensions: (1) Planning and Policies, (2) Infrastructure, (3) Academic Oversight, (4) Instructional Design, and (5) Student Support Services
      • 1 out of 5 criteria in (1) Planning and Policies talks about academic integrity: "(e) Policies, procedures, and practices foster academic honesty and integrity" (MPHEC, 2023: 5)
At Université de Moncton, there is online information about academic integrity and artificial intelligence.

- Les outils d'intelligence artificielle (https://www. umoncton.ca/integrite/intelligence_artificielle)
- Comment citer ChatGPT (https://www. umoncton.ca/integrite/comment_citer_chatgpt)
- For professors:
  - FAQ CHATGPT (https://www. umoncton.ca/integrite/faq_chatgpt)
  - IA et vos plans de cours (https://www. umoncton.ca/integrite/ia_et_vos_plans_de_cours)
  - Turnitin (https://www. umoncton.ca/integrite/turnitin)
New Brunswick cont’d

References


  [https://www.mphec.ca/quality/onlinelearning.aspx](https://www.mphec.ca/quality/onlinelearning.aspx)
Provincial Update
Nova Scotia—Bob Mann

- Continued development and sharing of academic integrity “toolkits” to assist faculty with ongoing challenges in evaluation at the course level.
- Numerous multi-institutional workshops and speaker-series sessions in 2023 on adjusting for LLM technologies (Dalhousie, SMU, St.FX, CBU).
The University of Prince Edward Island Academic Integrity Committee, the Senate Committee for Excellence in Teaching and the Teaching and Learning Centre are collaborating to promote academic integrity with an emphasis on the ethical use of generative Artificial Intelligence in teaching and learning.

The Department of Education and Early Years is developing a position statement, principles, and guiding statements on generative AI in education for the K-12 sector.
Provincial Update
Newfoundland/Labrador—Wendy Rodgers

- No official academic integrity network in NL
- Beta testing integrity course for graduate students at Memorial
- Generative AI at Memorial
  - Policy update
  - Misconduct cases
  - Community of Practice
Where you can find us

https://academicintegrity.org/networking-consortia/canadian-national-consortium
Our Canadian Team

Executive

Chair – Jennie Miron
Vice-Chair – Angela Clark
Secretary – Leeanne Morrow
Event Coordinator – Allyson Miller
Communication Coordinator – Rachel Gorjup

Provincial Advisors

• British Columbia – Ainsley Rouse
• Alberta – Garrett Beatty
• Saskatchewan – Susan Bens
• Manitoba – Josh Seeland
• Ontario – Laura Facciolo
• Quebec – Martine Peters
• New Brunswick – Cynthia Potvin
• Nova Scotia – Bob Mann
• PEI – Paul MacLeod
• Newfoundland Labrador – Wendy Rodgers
• Yukon – Vacant
• Northwest Territories – Vacant
• Nunavut – Vacant
Wrap Up

✓ Thank you for your participation & insights
✓ Share your ideas of the direction you want ICAI Canada to head
  ✓ https://forms.office.com/r/rS0W2Lhg2Y
✓ To our online colleagues ~ have a great evening
✓ To our in person colleagues consider joining us for diner